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Three Pianos Andrew McMahon 2021-10-26 From beloved indie musician Andrew McMahon comes a
searingly honest and beautifully written memoir about the challenges and triumphs of his life and
career, as seen through the lens of his personal connection to three pianos. Andrew McMahon grew up
in sunny Southern California as a child prodigy, learning to play piano and write songs at a very early
age, stunning schoolmates and teachers alike with his gift for performing and his unique ability to
emotionally connect with audiences. McMahon would go on to become the lead singer and songwriter
for Something Corporate and Jack's Mannequin, and to release his debut solo album, Andrew McMahon
in the Wilderness, in 2014. But behind this seemingly optimistic and quintessentially American story of
big dreams come true lies a backdrop of overwhelming challenges that McMahon has faced—from a
childhood defined by his father's struggle with addiction to his very public battle with leukemia in 2005
at the age of twenty-three, as chronicled in the intensely personal documentary Dear Jack. Overcoming
those odds, McMahon has found solace and hope in the things that matter most, including family, the
healing power of music and the one instrument he's always turned to: his piano. Three Pianos takes
readers on a beautifully rendered and bitter-sweet American journey, one filled with inspiration,
heartbreak, and an unwavering commitment to shedding our past in order to create a better future.
Best of Sara Bareilles Sara Bareilles 2014-04-01 Pop/Rock/R&B Piano Solos
iBroadway Jessica Hillman-McCord 2017-11-21 This book argues that the digital revolution has
fundamentally altered the way musicals are produced, followed, admired, marketed, reviewed,
researched, taught, and even cast. In the first hundred years of its existence, commercial musical
theatre functioned on one basic model. However, with the advent of digital and network technologies,
every musical theatre artist and professional has had to adjust to swift and unanticipated change. Due
to the historically commercial nature of the musical theatre form, it offers a more potent test case to
reveal the implications of this digital shift than other theatrical art forms. Rather than merely reflecting
technological change, musical theatre scholarship and practice is at the forefront of the conversation
about art in the digital age. This book is essential reading for musical theatre fans and scholars alike.
Sugar, Butter, Flour Jenna Hunterson 2017-05-23 The official tie-in to Broadway’s hit musical
Waitress, featuring the recipes for 3 dozen of the show’s most evocative and delicious pies. In the cult
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classic movie-turned-Broadway production, the eternally optimistic protagonist of Waitress expresses
her hopes, dreams, fears, and frustrations through the whimsically named pies she bakes each morning.
Sugar, Butter, Flour celebrates this art of baking from the heart, with foolproof and flavorful pies for
seduction, pies for mending a broken heart, pies for celebrating new beginnings and pies for all the
little milestones that come afterwards. Taking its inspiration from the iconic mile-high pies of the diner
case, Sugar, Butter, Flour offers an array of showstopping pies, each with a twist that puts it over the
top; from rum-spiked cookie crusts to hidden layers of passion fruit preserves, these are familiar
favorites with hidden depths. The ideal gift for anyone who has ever eaten her feelings or baked away
the blues, Sugar, Butter, Flour proves there’s a perfect pie for every occasion – and that everything
looks better with pie.
Labracadabra Jessie Nelson 2011-04-14 Zach isn't impressed with his new dog, Larry, at first. He'd
hoped for a chocolate lab or a spaniel, not this funny looking mish-mash of a dog with a great long tail.
And who names a dog "Larry," anyway? But Zach discovers that when Larry twirls that ridiculously long
tail - Labracadabra! - amazing things happen. It's not very long before Zach knows that he and Larry
will be Best Friends Forever!
Waitress Songbook 2016-11-01 (Vocal Selections). 14 songs from the Broadway musical featuring
songs penned by popular singer/songwriter Sara Bareilles. Includes: Bad Idea * Everything Changes * I
Didn't Plan It * It Only Takes a Taste * The Negative * Never Ever Getting Rid of Me * Opening Up * She
Used to Be Mine * Soft Place to Land * What Baking Can Do * What's Inside * When He Sees Me * You
Matter to Me * You Will Still Be Mine.
Sara Bareilles Sara Bareilles 2016-05-01 For voice and piano; includes chord symbols and guitar chord
diagrams.
Rise Up! Chris Jones 2018-11-15 Penned by one of America's best-known daily theatre critics and
organized chronologically, this lively and readable book tells the story of Broadway's renaissance from
the darkest days of the AIDS crisis, via the disaster that was Spiderman: Turn off the Dark through the
unparalleled financial, artistic and political success of Lin-Manuel Miranda's Hamilton. It is the story of
the embrace of risk and substance. In so doing, Chris Jones makes the point that the theatre thrived by
finally figuring out how to embrace the bold statement and insert itself into the national conversation only to find out in 2016 that a hefty sector of the American public had not been listening to what it had
to say. Chris Jones was in the theatres when and where it mattered. He takes readers from the moment
when Tony Kushner's angel crashed (quite literally) through the ceiling of prejudice and religious
intolerance to the triumph of Hamilton, with the coda of the Broadway cast addressing a new
Republican vice-president from the stage. That complex performance - at once indicative of the
theatre's new clout and its inability to fully change American society for the better - is the final scene of
the book.
Sara Bareilles - Little Voice (Songbook) Sara Bareilles 2008-05-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist
Songbook). A Northern California girl, Sara Bareilles has garnered comparisons to Norah Jones and
Fiona Apple. She released her first CD in 2004, but "Love Song," featured as an iTunes free single of the
week in June of 2007 and in a commercial for the online music service Rhapsody, catapulted her to
stardom. Cherry Lane proudly presents the matching folio to her major-label debut, certified gold by the
RIAA. The PVG songbook features her megahit "Love Song" and 11 others, plus photos and an
introduction by Sara herself. Other songs: Between the Lines * Bottle It Up * City * Come Round Soon *
Fairytale * Gravity * Love on the Rocks * Many the Miles * Morningside * One Sweet Love * Vegas.
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Brave Sheet Music Sara Bareilles 2013-07-01 (Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement
for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano
part as well as in the vocal line.
Coldplay for Piano Solo Coldplay 2012-06-01 (Piano Solo Personality). Stellar solo piano
arrangements of a dozen smash hits from Coldplay: Clocks * Fix You * In My Place * Lost! * Paradise *
The Scientist * Speed of Sound * Trouble * Up in Flames * Viva La Vida * What If * Yellow.
Golden Shield Anchuli Felicia King 2019-08-12 Tenacious young lawyer Julie Chen brings her sister
Eva on board as a translator in a risky legal battle with international ramifications. Leading a class
action exposing an American tech giant's involvement with the Chinese government's internet firewall,
Golden Shield, they must put their differences aside to confront censorship, mass surveillance,
corporate greed and their own complicated past. Loyalty, family and language are tested in this
Melbourne Theatre Company NEXT STAGE Original production. Commissioned through MTC's NEXT
STAGE Writers' Program with the support of the Playwrights Giving Circle Donors, The Ian Potter
Foundation, Naomi Milgrom Foundation, The Myer Foundation, Malcolm Robertson Foundation and The
University of Melbourne.
Consumption and the Literary Cookbook Roxanne Harde 2020-11-19 Consumption and the Literary
Cookbook offers readers the first book-length study of literary cookbooks. Imagining the genre more
broadly to include narratives laden with recipes, cookbooks based on cultural productions including
films, plays, and television series, and cookbooks that reflected and/or shaped cultural and historical
narratives, the contributors draw on the tools of literary and cultural studies to closely read a diverse
corpus of cookbooks. By focusing on themes of consumption—gastronomical and rhetorical—the sixteen
chapters utilize the recipes and the narratives surrounding them as lenses to study identity, society,
history, and culture. The chapters in this book reflect the current popularity of foodie culture as they
offer entertaining analyses of cookbooks, the stories they tell, and the stories told about them.
Dear Evan Hansen 2018-01-01 (Ukulele). 13 ukulele selections in standard G-C-E-A tuning with
melody, lyrics and chord diagrams from the Broadway hit sensation Dear Evan Hansen . Songs include:
Anybody Have a Map? * Disappear * For Forever * Good for You * If I Could Tell Her * Only Us *
Requiem * Sincerely, Me * So Big/So Small * To Break in a Glove * Waving Through a Window * Words
Fail * You Will Be Found.
Vital Signs Gregg Levoy 2014-12-26 Rediscover—or discover for the first time—the things that make
you passionate in life Vital Signs is about what inspires passion and what defeats it. How we lose it and
how we get it back. And ultimately it’s about the endless yet endlessly fruitful tug-of-war between
freedom and domestication, the wild in us and the tame, our natural selves and our conditioned selves.
Each chapter in Vital Signs will contain a core sample, an intimate biography of one of the strategies we
employ to gain or regain our passion. The book also affirms the importance of courageous inquiry into
dispassion—where we’re numb, depressed, stuck, bored—so the reader can recognize and change these
tendencies in themselves.
Sara Bareilles - Once Upon Another Time (Songbook) Sara Bareilles 2012-08-01
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Here are all five tunes from the 2012 release, produced by Ben
Folds. Contains the hit single "Stay" and: Bright Lights and Cityscapes * Lie to Me * Once upon Another
Time * Sweet as Whole. Includes a note from Sara on the making of the album.
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Sara Bareilles - The Blessed Unrest Songbook Sara Bareilles 2013-08-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist
Songbook). "Brave" and 14 more songs comprise this matching piano/vocal/guitar folio to the 2013
album by California native singer-songwriter Sara Bareilles. Other songs on this, her fourth studio
album, include: Cassiopeia * Chasing the Sun * December * Eden * Hercules * I Choose You * Islands *
Little Black Dress * Manhattan * 1000 Times * Parking Lot * Root Down * Satellite Call * Wanna Be like
Me.
When Things Fall Apart Pema Chödrön 2005-01-11 Describes a traditional Buddhist approach to
suffering and how embracing the painful situation and using communication, negative habits, and
challenging experiences leads to emotional growth and happiness.
Pretty Good Bad Ideas Cam Bridge 2018-09-18 A simple sentimental blank journal for fans of the
Broadway musical "Waitress," a comedy-drama. **** This journal alternates between 9 LINED pages for
writing and 1 BLANK page for sketching/sticking in/drawing throughout - no text. SIZE: 5.2" x 0.2" x 8"
with 110 pages total. **** Its pages can be used as a diary of milestones, show notes, a record of special
memories, a place for random sketches and diagrams, a very long bucket list, a notebook for tips and
tricks, and much more. Make the journal even more special by stuffing a gift certificate or a little cash
into the folds. ---On the BACK COVER: --- Broadway Musical: "Waitress" -- The cover quote and artistic
rendering are inspired by the song "Bad Idea," sung by Dr. Pomatter and Jenna when their relationship
starts to sizzle. "Hold me close while I think this through." Waitress is a musical with music and lyrics
by Sara Bareilles and a book by Jessie Nelson. The musical is based on the 2007 film of the same name,
written by Adrienne Shelly. It tells the story of Jenna Hunterson, a waitress juggling her personal
relationships and looking for a way to change her circumstances using the magic of a well-made pie.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Singer-songwriters Wikipedia contributors
Runaways Elizabeth Swados 1980 Runaways is a collection of songs, dances, and spoken word pieces
performed by children who have run away from their homes. Initially created from interviews with
homeless children and those in orphanages, Liz Swados' unique piece weaves songs about personal
struggle and the world at large through the eyes of youth in New York City in the '70s. The show blends
different musical styles, from pop to hip-hop and jazz to reggae, while asking why children can't remain
children. The licensed version of Runaways reflects the version performed by Encores in 2016.
Sugar Butter Flour Cam Bridge 2018-09-18 A simple sentimental blank journal for fans of the
Broadway musical "Waitress," a comedy-drama. **** This journal alternates between 9 LINED pages for
writing and 1 BLANK page for sketching/sticking in/drawing throughout - no text. SIZE: 5.2" x 0.2" x 8"
with 110 pages total. **** Its pages can be used as a diary of milestones, show notes, a record of special
memories, a place for random sketches and diagrams, a very long bucket list, a notebook for tips and
tricks, and much more. Make the journal even more special by stuffing a gift certificate or a little cash
into the folds. ---On the BACK COVER: --- Broadway Musical: "Waitress" -- The cover quote, "Sugar,
Butter, Flour," and artistic rendering are inspired by the song "What's Inside" and is Jenna's mantra as
she starts preparing ingredients for a pie. "My whole life is in here." Waitress is a musical with music
and lyrics by Sara Bareilles and a book by Jessie Nelson. The musical is based on the 2007 film of the
same name, written by Adrienne Shelly. It tells the story of Jenna Hunterson, a waitress juggling her
personal relationships and looking for a way to change her circumstances using the magic of a wellmade pie.
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Fleetwood Mac - Anthology Songbook Fleetwood Mac 2004-10-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist
Songbook). 27 hits from these rock legends in piano/vocal/guitar arrangements. Includes: The Chain *
Don't Stop * Dreams * Gold Dust Woman * Gypsy * Hold Me * Landslide * Little Lies * Over My Head *
Rhiannon * Say You Love Me * You Make Lovin' Fun * and more.
Singer's Musical Theatre Anthology - Volume 7 Mezzo-Soprano/Belter Hal Leonard Corp. 2019-10-01
(Vocal Collection). A collection of songs from the musical stage presented in their authentic settings,
excerpted from the original vocal scores. There is no duplication from prior volumes! Contents: THE
ADDAMS FAMILY: Just Around the Corner * AVENUE Q: Mix Tape * THE BAND'S VISIT: It Is What It Is
* Omar Sharif * THE BOOK OF MORMON: Sal Tlay Ka Siti * BRING IT ON: THE MUSICAL: Tryouts *
COME FROM AWAY: I Am Here * DAMN YANKEES: A Little Brains, a Little Talent * DEAR EVAN
HANSEN: So Big/So Small * FROZEN: THE BROADWAY MUSICAL: Let It Go * Monster * GROUNDHOG
DAY: One Day * Playing Nancy * HAMILTON: That Would Be Enough * Burn * INTO THE WOODS:
Moments in the Woods * Last Midnight * LA LA LAND (FILM): Audition (The Fools Who Dream) * MEAN
GIRLS: World Burn * NATASHA, PIERRE & THE GREAT COMET OF 1812: Sonya Alone * NEWSIES
THE MUSICAL: Watch What Happens * ON THE TOWN: Ain't Got No Tears Left (cut) * ONCE ON THIS
ISLAND: Waiting for Life * THE PAJAMA GAME: I'm Not at All in Love * PASSION: Loving You *
PRETTY WOMAN: THE MUSICAL: Anywhere But Here * THE PROM: Just Breathe * The Lady's
Improving * TOOTSIE: What's Gonna Happen * WAITRESS THE MUSICAL: What Baking Can Do * She
Used to Be Mine
Sara Bareilles - Amidst the Chaos Sara Bareilles 2019-08-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook).
Matching folio for Sara's sixth studio album featuring the lead single "Armor" and 11 more: Fire * No
Such Thing * Petry by Dead Men * A Safe Place to Land (feat. John Legend) * Saint Honesty * and more.
Songs are arranged for piano and voice with guitar chord frames.
Indie Rock Sheet Music Collection Hal Leonard Corp. 2015-03-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Songbook). 25
classics from the indie rock genre arranged for piano, voice and guitar. Includes: Barely Legal (The
Strokes) * Buddy Holly (Weezer) * Do I Wanna Know? (Arctic Monkeys) * Gold on the Ceiling (The Black
Keys) * Loser (Beck) * Money Grabber (Fitz and the Tantrums) * Radioactive (Imagine Dragons) * Sex
on Fire (Kings of Leon) * Somebody Told Me (The Killers) * You Don't Know Me (Ben Folds) * and more.
Her Again Michael Schulman 2016-04-26 A portrait of a woman, an era, and a profession: the first
thoroughly researched biography of Meryl Streep that explores her beginnings as a young woman of the
1970s grappling with love, feminism, and her astonishing talent In 1975 Meryl Streep, a promising
young graduate of the Yale School of Drama, was finding her place in the New York theater scene.
Burning with talent and ambition, she was like dozens of aspiring actors of the time—a twentysomething beauty who rode her bike everywhere, kept a diary, napped before performances, and stayed
out late “talking about acting with actors in actors’ bars.” Yet Meryl stood apart from her peers. In her
first season in New York, she won attention-getting parts in back-to-back Broadway plays, a Tony Award
nomination, and two roles in Shakespeare in the Park productions. Even then, people said, “Her.
Again.” Her Again is an intimate look at the artistic coming-of-age of the greatest actress of her
generation, from the homecoming float at her suburban New Jersey high school, through her early days
on the stage at Vassar College and the Yale School of Drama during its golden years, to her star-making
roles in The Deer Hunter, Manhattan, and Kramer vs. Kramer. New Yorker contributor Michael
Schulman brings into focus Meryl’s heady rise to stardom on the New York stage; her passionate,
tragically short-lived love affair with fellow actor John Cazale; her marriage to sculptor Don Gummer;
and her evolution as a young woman of the 1970s wrestling with changing ideas of feminism, marriage,
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love, and sacrifice. Featuring eight pages of black-and-white photos, this captivating story of the making
of one of the most revered artistic careers of our time reveals a gifted young woman coming into her
extraordinary talents at a time of immense transformation, offering a rare glimpse into the life of the
actress long before she became an icon.
Songs with a Classical Touch Hal Leonard Corp. 2015-05-01 (Piano Solo Songbook). 40 classic and
contemporary selections from a variety of musical genres arranged for piano solo "with a classical
touch" including: Bugler's Dream (Olympic Fanfare) * Forrest Gump - Main Title (Feather Theme) *
Hallelujah * In My Life * La Califfa * Memory * Morning Has Broken * Over the Rainbow * Peter and the
Wolf March * Shenandoah * Waltz of the Flowers * and more.
The Routledge Companion to the Contemporary Musical Jessica Sternfeld 2019-09-05 The Routledge
Companion to the Contemporary Musical is dedicated to the musical’s evolving relationship to American
culture in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. In the past decade-and-a-half,
international scholars from an ever-widening number of disciplines and specializations have been
actively contributing to the interdisciplinary field of musical theater studies. Musicals have served not
only to mirror the sociopolitical, economic, and cultural tenor of the times, but have helped shape and
influence it, in America and across the globe: a genre that may seem, at first glance, light-hearted and
escapist serves also as a bold commentary on society. Forty-four essays examine the contemporary
musical as an ever-shifting product of an ever-changing culture. This volume sheds new light on the
American musical as a thriving, contemporary performing arts genre, one that could have died out in
the post-Tin Pan Alley era but instead has managed to remain culturally viable and influential, in part by
newly embracing a series of complex contradictions. At present, the American musical is a live,
localized, old-fashioned genre that has simultaneously developed into an increasingly globalized, techsavvy, intensely mediated mass entertainment form. Similarly, as it has become increasingly
international in its scope and appeal, the stage musical has also become more firmly rooted to
Broadway—the idea, if not the place—and thus branded as a quintessentially American entertainment.
Sara Bareilles - What's Inside: Songs from Waitress Songbook Sara Bareilles 2016-05-01
(Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Bareilles' 2015 release features a dozen songs from the Broadway
adaptation of Adrienne Shelly's 2007 indie comedy-drama Waitress . Our folio features
piano/vocal/guitar arrangements of all the songs: Bad Idea * Door Number Three * Everything Changes
* Lulu's Pie Song * Never Ever Getting Rid of Me * Opening Up * She Used to Be Mine * When He Sees
Me * and more.
The Greatest Showman 2018-02 (Easy Piano Songbook). A musical drama biopic chronicling P.T.
Barnum (played by Hugh Jackman) and his founding of the Barnum & Bailey Circus, this December
2017 film features a stunning soundtrack by Benj Pasek and Justin Paul of La La Land and Dear Evan
Hansen fame. Our songbook features easy piano arrangements of 9 songs: Come Alive * From Now On *
The Greatest Show * A Million Dreams * Never Enough * The Other Side * Rewrite the Stars * This Is
Me * Tightrope.
Bad Jews Joshua Harmon 2017-06-20 Bad Jews tells the story of Daphna Feygenbaum, a “Real Jew†?
with an Israeli boyfriend. When Daphna’s cousin Liam brings home his shiksa girlfriend Melody and
declares ownership of their grandfather’s Chai necklace, a vicious and hilarious brawl over family, faith
and legacy ensues.
In the Green Grace McLean 2020-12-15 As a young girl, medieval saint, healer, visionary, exorcist, and
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composer Hildegard von Bingen was locked in a cloister’s cell after demonstrating a preterenatural
sensitivity to the world around her. Sequestered with Hildegard is Jutta, a woman who has spent her life
secluded in an effort to recover a whole self after deepest trauma. Under Jutta’s guidance, Hildegard
attempts to reassemble her own fragmented self while her mentor proselytizes a rejection of
brokenness. IN THE GREEN is a musical unlike any you’ve seen, an astonishingly sonically
sophisticated saga of two exceptional women broken by the world and their journey of healing that
changed history.
Coldplay Sheet Music Collection Coldplay 2018-10-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). 32
selections from contemporary superstars Coldplay are included in this songbook for piano, voice and
guitar: Adventure of a Lifetime * Clocks * Every Teardrop Is a Waterfall * Fix You * Green Eyes * A
Head Full of Dreams * In My Place * Magic * Paradise * The Scientist * A Sky Full of Stars * Speed of
Sound * Trouble * Viva La Vida * Yellow * and more.
Miss You Like Hell Quiara Alegría Hudes 2018-11-06 “This is a fresh take on the American road story,
filled with people and ideas we rarely get to see onstage…It offers two seriously rich roles for women,
each with important things worth singing about…Miss You Like Hell is a powerful example of what
musicals do best: explore the unprotected border where individual needs and social issues intermix.”
—Jesse Green, New York Times A troubled teenager and her estranged mother—an undocumented
Mexican immigrant on the verge of deportation—embark on a road trip and strive to mend their frayed
relationship along the way. Combined with the musical talent of Erin McKeown, Hudes artfully crafts a
story of the barriers and the bonds of family, while also addressing the complexities of immigration in
today’s America.
Adele - 25 Songbook Adele 2015-12-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist Songbook). Our matching songbook to
Adele's much-anticipated and record-smashing 2015 album features piano/vocal/guitar arrangements of
all its tracks including the first instant hit single "Hello" and 10 others: All I Ask * I Miss You * Love in
the Dark * Million Years Ago * Remedy * River Lea * Send My Love (To Your New Lover) * Sweetest
Devotion * Water Under the Bridge * When We Were Young.
Broadway Sheet Music Collection: 2010-2017 Hal Leonard Corp. 2018-02-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar
Songbook). 39 favorites from contemporary Broadway hit shows are featured in this collection of
piano/vocal/guitar arrangements. Includes songs from: The Addams Family * Aladdin * The Book of
Mormon * Bright Star * A Bronx Tale * Come from Away * Dear Evan Hansen * Hamilton * Kinky Boots *
Natasha, Pierre and the Great Comet of 1812 * Newsies * Something Rotten! * Waitress * and more.
Sounds Like Me Sara Bareilles 2019-10-15 This updated New York Times bestselling collection of
essays by seven-time Grammy nominated singer songwriter Sara Bareilles “resonates with authentic
and hard-won truths” (Publishers Weekly)—and features new material on the hit Broadway musical,
Waitress. Sara Bareilles “pours her heart and soul into these essays” (Associated Press), sharing the
joys and the struggles that come with creating great work, all while staying true to yourself. Imbued
with humor and marked by Sara’s confessional writing style, this essay collection tells the inside story
behind some of her most popular songs. Well known for her chart-topper “Brave,” Sara first broke
through in 2007 with her multi-platinum single “Love Song.” She has since released seven albums that
have sold millions of copies and spawned several hits. “A breezy, upbeat, and honest reflection of this
multitalented artist” (Kirkus Reviews), Sounds Like Me reveals Sara Bareilles, the artist—and the
woman—on songwriting, soul searching, and what’s discovered along the way.
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Sara Bareilles - Kaleidoscope Heart (Songbook) Sara Bareilles 2010-10-01 (Piano/Vocal/Guitar Artist
Songbook). All 13 songs from the heartfelt sophomore CD from Sara Bareilles: Basket Case * Bluebird *
Breathe Again * Gonna Get Over You * Hold My Heart * Kaleidoscope Heart * King of Anything * Let the
Rain * The Light * Machine Gun * Not Alone * Say You're Sorry * and Uncharted, plus a charming intro
from Sara herself!
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Rock Songwriters Wikipedia contributors
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